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Project Schedule

- **Design & Construction**
  - Garland-Rowlett

- **Milestones**
  - FEB 2009
  - DEC 2009
  - DEC 2010
  - DEC 2011
  - JUL 2012
  - DEC 2012

- **Systems and Integrated Testing**
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Focus Areas

Rowlett Creek LRT Bridge
Dexham Road At – Grade Crossing
Main Street LRT Bridge
Rowlett Road At – Grade Crossing
Richards Street Extension
Martin Drive / Melcer Drive [Coyle Street]
DART Passenger Station [Rowlett]
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Rowlett Creek LRT Bridge Overview

The Austin Team
DART Blue Line to Rowlett
Summary of Construction Zones

Rowlett Creek LRT Bridge
Zone D
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**Construction**

- **NOV 2010**: Rowlett Creek LRT Bridge Columns / Caps
- **DEC 2010**: Rowlett Creek LRT Bridge Deck Paving
- **JAN 2011**: Rowlett Creek LRT Bridge
- **FEB 2011**: Bridge Complete
- **MAR 2011**: AB&R Milestone
- **OCT 2011**: Bridge Complete
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Dexham Road At – Grade Crossing Overview
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Dexham Road At – Grade Crossing
Zone E

- Freight Realignment
- DART LRT Station
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Main Street
LRT Bridge
Zone F

- Freight Realignment
- DART LRT Station

Rowlett

ZONE A  ZONE B  ZONE C  ZONE D  ZONE E  ZONE F  ZONE G
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Main Street LRT Bridge
Columns / Caps

Main Street LRT Bridge Bridge Complete

AB&R Milestone
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Richards Street Roadway Extension
Zone G
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- Richards Street Begins
- AB&R Milestone
- Richards Street Complete

Timeline:
- NOV 2010
- DEC 2010
- JAN 2011
- FEB 2011
- MAR 2011
- OCT 2011

Construction
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Richards Street Extension

Richards Street
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Martin Drive / Melcer Drive
Martin Drive Extension
[Coyle Street]
Zone G
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- Martin Drive / Melcer Drive Coyle Street Begins
- Coyle Street Complete
- Melcer Drive Complete
- Martin Drive Complete
- AB&R Milestone

- NOV 2010
- FEB 2010
- MAY 2011
- SEPT 2011
- NOV 2011
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DART Passenger Station [Rowlett]
Zone G
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Upcoming Events

- Rowlett Chamber of Commerce Annual Golf Tournament (9/22)
- City of Garland Healthy Living Expo (9/24)
- City of Rowlett Police Department National Night Out (10/4)
- Rowlett Taste & Trade Festival (10/27)
- First United Methodist Church Fall Festival (11/11)
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Methods of Communication
Face to Face:
- Individual / Group Meetings
- Issue / Concern Resolution
- Concept Presentation
- Agreements
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Communication(s)

Door Hanger:

- Small Geographic Target Area
- Hung on Individual Door
DART Blue Line Extension Communication(s)

Electronic Newsletter:
- Quarterly Publication
- Distributed at Request
- Available on Website(s)
Websites:

DART – www.dart.org
City of Rowlett – www.ci.rowlett.tx.us
City of Garland – www.ci.garland.tx.us
Project – www.austinprojects.com
Points of Contact
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Contact Information

Dawn Dorman
DART
Community Affairs
(214) 749-2598
ddorman@dart.org

Ruben Landa
Austin Bridge & Road, L.P.
Project Hotline
(972) 651-0414
rlanda@austin-ind.com